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Abstract
In this thesis, we propose a pipeline model for summarising a short textual product description
for inclusion in an online advertisement banner. While a standard approach is to truncate the
advertiser’s original product description so that the text will fit the small banner, this simplistic
approach often removes crucial information or attractive expressions from the original description.
Our objective is to shorten the original description more intelligently, so that users’ click through
rate (CTR) will improve. One major diﬃculty in this task, however, is the lack of large training
data: machine learning methods that rely on thousands of pairs of the original and shortened texts
would not be practical. Hence, our proposed method first employs a semisupervised sequence
tagging method called TagLM to convert the original description into a sequence of entities, and
then a BiLSTM entity ranker which determines which entities should be preserved: the main idea
is to tackle the data sparsity problem by leveraging sequences of entities rather than sequences of
words. In our oﬄine experiments with Korean data from travel and fashion domains, our sequence
tagger outperforms an LSTM-CRF baseline, and our entity ranker outperforms LambdaMART and
RandomForest baselines. More importantly, in our online A/B testing where the proposed method
was compared to the simple truncation approach, the CTR improved by 34.1% in the desktop PC
environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The present study concerns online advertising, which is a key driving force in internet businesses
and therefore has a tremendous social and economical impact. Figure 1.1 shows some examples of
online advertisement on Korean websites: the two on the left are from the fashion domain, and the
two on the right are from the travel domain. It can be observed that each ad consists of an image, a
textual product description, a price, and a link (to view or purchase). (Some English translations of
Korean product descriptions will be provided later in Section 4.4.)
The textual product descriptions are provided by the advertisers, but they are generally too long
to fit the ad banner; therefore, when generating an online ad, the descriptions are simply trunctated
to a fixed length. That is, only the top K characters are actually shown to the users. This simplistic
approach often removes crucial information or attractive expressions from the original description.
Hence, our objective is to shorten the original description more intelligently, so that users’ click
through rate (CTR) will improve.
Fig. 1.1: Examples of online advertisement (LEFT: fashion; RIGHT: travel)
In this consideration, some constraints should be obeyed in our project:
1. Keep the readability of generated title (integrity of phrases)
2. Retain the key information of product
3. Remove the irrelevant information
One major diﬃculty in this task, however, is the lack of large training data: machine learning
methods that rely on thousands of pairs of the original and shortened texts would not be practical.
At the beginning, we employ several classic methods like TF-IDF [1] and Oﬀer Weight [2].
However, token-based methods cannot guarantee the readability of generated short title and also the
A/B testing results are not good.
Then, we move our eyes to entity-based key information extraction method. We therefore
first employ a semisupervised sequence tagging method called TagLM [3] to convert the original
description into a sequence of entities, and then a BiLSTM [4]*1 entity ranker which determines
which entities should be preserved: the main idea is to tackle the data sparsity problem by leveraging
sequences of entities rather than sequences of words. In our oﬄine experiments with Korean data
from travel and fashion domains, our sequence tagger outperforms an LSTM-CRF [5]*2 baseline,
and our entity ranker outperforms LambdaMART [6] and Random Forest [7] baselines. More
importantly, in our online A/B testing where the proposed method was compared to the simple
truncation approach, the CTR improved by 34.1% in the desktop PC environment.
*1 BiLSTM: Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory.
*2 LSTM: Long Short-Term Memory.
CRF: Conditional Random Fields.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
Our task is similar to what Sun et al. [8] refer to as product title summarisation. They tackled the
problem of extracting key information from product titles for E-commerce sites. However, their
method based on a multi-source pointer network requires a large training data: their experiments
used over 400K instances.
In contrast, our requirement is to shorten product descriptions eﬀectively given only about 1,000
training instances.
To handle the small training data problem, we tackle the above task in two steps: in the first step,
we transform the input sequence of words into a sequence of domain-specific entities; in the second
step, we rank the entities to determine which ones should be included in the final output given a
length limit.
2.1 Sequence tagging
Firstly, we discuss some prior art in sequence tagging. Early work in sequence tagging utilised
statistical models such as Hidden Markov Models, Conditional Random Fields models [9], and
Maximum Entropy Markov Models [10]. Recently, given the rise of LSTM [11] and BiLSTM [4]
networks, Huang et al.[5] proposed a variety of LSTM-based models for sequence tagging tasks,
including LSTM, BiLSTM, LSTM-CRF, and BiLSTM-CRF networks. LSTM is an RNN*1 which is
known to be eﬀective in many NLP tasks that require context understanding. Furthermore, BiLSTM
helps the network capture not only past context but also future context for the current prediction. In
LSTM-CRF and BiLSTM-CRF, the CRF layer can utilise sentence-level tag information to correct
unlikely tags predicted by LSTM or BiLSTM. Furthermore, Ma et al.[12] proposed a BiLSTM-
CNNs-CRF network to utilize character-level features to improve the accuracy of BiLSTM-CRF*2.
*1 RNN: Recurrent Neural Network.
*2 CNN: Convolutional Neural Network.
2.2 TagLM
2.2 TagLM
TagLM is a state-of-the-art hierarchical neural sequential tagging model proposed by Peters et
al. [3]. The main contribution of TagLM is the introduction of bidirectional LM (Language Model)
embedding into the sequence tagging model, thereby improving the accuracy. For this reason, we
adopt TagLM as our sequence tagging component, as we shall describe in Section 3.3.
2.3 Language model (LM) embedding
The language model is used to compute the probability of token sequence. For example, the
probability of (t1; t2:::tN ) can be represented as:
p(t1; t2:::tN ) =
NY
k=1
p(tk jt1; t2:::tk 1) (2.1)
Józefowicz et al.[13] proposed a model to compute the forward LM embedding at position K
by passing the token representation through CNN-BIG-LSTM model[] to embed the past context
(t1; t2:::tk) into a vector
 !
h LM
k
. Then, the model can predict the tk+1 by using a softmax layer over
the vocabulary. But in order to produce the embedding vector, we removed this layer and map
the output vectors into fixed dimension vector.. Inspired by them, in order to make the most use
of information in token sequence, further context should also be considered. Thus, Peters et al.
implements a backward LM in an analogous way to a forward LM and generate the backward LM
embedding
  
h LM
k
. The backward LM is used to predict the previous token by the further context.
For a given token sequence (t1; t2:::tN ), the backward language model probability is represented as:
p(t1; t2:::tN ) =
NY
k=1
p(tk jtk+1; tk+2:::tN ) (2.2)
Forward LM embedding and backward LM embedding are trained independently and then concate-
nate the them to form bidirectional LM embedding. it is represented as:
hLMk = [
 !
h LMk ;
  
h LMk ] (2.3)
2.4 Rank Systems
Finally, we discuss some rank systems uillised in comparative experiment. LambdaMart [6] is a
common and eﬀective listwise learning to rank model which is based on LambdaRank and Multiple
Additive Regression Tree. It is a very successful algorithm to solve many real industry ranking
problems. Random Forest [7] is a regression model operating a large number of individual decision
trees as an ensemble. It is one of the most eﬀective machine learning models.
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Fig. 2.1: Pre-train LM embedding
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Chapter 3
Proposed method
3.1 Overview
The major diﬃculty in our task is the lack of large training data: machine learning methods that
rely on thousands of pairs of the original and shortened texts would not be practical. Hence, our
proposed method first employs TagLM [3] to convert the original description into a sequence of
entities, and then a BiLSTM entity ranker which determines which entities should be preserved:
as was discussed in Chapter 1, the main idea is to tackle the data sparsity problem by leveraging
sequences of entities rather than sequences of words.
Our proposed method comprises five steps:
1. Pre-training LM and Word Embeddings from Unlabelled Data;
2. Sequence Tagging by TagLM;
3. Brand Name Tag Correction (for fashion only);
4. Entity Grouping;
5. Entity Ranking by a BiLSTM Ranker.
Below, we describe each step in turn.
3.2 Pre-training LM and Word Embeddings from Unlabelled Data
This embedding step is necessary since our sequence tagging utilises TagLM. To pre-train LM
and word embeddings, we use unlabelled product descriptions that are separate from our small
labelled data set, as we shall describe in Section 4.1. For word embedding, we employed CBOW
(Continuous Bag of Words) word2vec [14]. As for LM embedding, we employed CNN-BIG-
LSTM [13], following the work of Peters et al. on TagLM [3].
3.3 Sequence Tagging by TagLM
Sequence tagging takes an original product description as the input, and tags each word with
an entity type. For example, given an input word sequence hTokyo, Osaka, 4, /, 5, day, family,
traveli, we aim to convert it into an entity type sequence hC;C; Sch; Sch; Sch; Sch;T;Ti where C
Chapter 3 Proposed method
means “City,” Sch means “Schedule,” and T means “travel Type.” We employ TagLM [3] with two
BiLSTM layers for this task, by leveraging the LM and word embeddings to represent each word in
the input description, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. More details are given below.
Fig. 3.1: Our TagLM architecture
Let t1; : : : ; tk : : : ; tN be an input sequence of tokens (i.e., words). For each token tk , we form its
representation xk by concatenating ck , the character-based representation, and wk , the CBOWword
embedding:
ck = C(tk ; c) ; (3.1)
wk = W (tk ; w ) ; (3.2)
xk = [ck ;wk] : (3.3)
Here, ck is trained by a model C(; c) with parameter c , and wk is represented by a CBOW
word2vec model W (; w ) with parameter w . The xk thus formed is used as the input of the first
LSTM layer.
We then incorporate pre-trained LM embedding into our model to form context sensitive repre-
sentations. Our first-layer BiLSTM is constructed as follows.
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 !
h k;1 =
     !
LSTM1(xk;
 !
h k 1;1;       !LSTM1 ) ; (3.4)  
h k;1 =
      
LSTM1(xk;
  
h k 1;1;        LSTM1 ) ; (3.5)
hk;1 = [
 !
h k;1;
  
h k;1; hLMk ] ; (3.6)
where      !LSTM1 and      LSTM1 are forward and backward first-layer LSTMs, and        LSTM1;       !LSTM1 are
the corresponding parameters, and hLM
k
is the pretrained bidirectional LMembedding representation
of tk .
The output hk;1 of the first BiLSTM layer is the input to the second-layer BiLSTM. Unlike the
first layer, the output of the second layer does not involve concatenation of the LM embedding:
 !
h k;2 =
     !
LSTM2(hk;1;
 !
h k 1;2;       !LSTM2 ) ; (3.7)  
h k;2 =
      
LSTM2(hk;1;
  
h k 1;2;        LSTM2 ) ; (3.8)
hk;2 = [
 !
h k;2;
  
h k;2] : (3.9)
The final CRF layer [5] predicts entity type tag scores for each token as follows.
yk = CRF (hk;2; H2) ; (3.10)
where H2 is a sequence of hk;2 context vectors.
3.4 Brand Name Tag Correction (for fashion only)
This step applies to the fashion domain only. In the fashion domain, it is known that brand names
are important in advertising. We have a list of 1,538 fashion brand names, and it is relatively stable
over time. Since sequence tagging without explicit knowledge of brand names can be limited in
accuracy and the brand name list is already available, we utilise the list to correct the output of
sequence tagging wherever necessary. While this is technically trivial, such a step is very important
for ensuring accuracy in real commercial services.
3.5 Entity Grouping
Recall that our sequence tagging step simply converts a sequence of input words such as hTokyo,
Osaka, 4, /, 5, day, family, traveli into an entity type sequence such as hC;C; Sch; Sch; Sch; Sch;T;Ti.
In this step, we simply merge consecutive entities tagged with the same entity type, to try to ensure
that the final shortened text is cohesive. For example, the above entity type sequence would be
further converted into hC; Sch;Ti. While this means that mutiple entities of the same type are
treated as one entity (e.g., “Tokyo Osaka”), it is actually often desirable to retain all of them in the
final output (e.g. We want to see “Tokyo Osaka (travel),” not just “Tokyo” or “Osaka.”)
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3.6 Entity Ranking by a BiLSTM Ranker
Given a sequence of entities, entity ranking provides assigns a probability to each entity, so that
we can include as many entities as possible given a character length limit. The final output of our
system is a shortened description, which is actually a sequence of entities selected to be included
in the description. For example, given the input hTokyo Osaka, 4 / 5 day, family traveli tagged with
hC; Sch;Ti (See Section 3.5), our entity ranker generates an inclusion probability for each of these
three tags.
Fig. 3.2: BiLSTM ranker architecture.
We implemented our entity ranker using a BiLSTM, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Given a sequence
of entities e1; e2 : : : ek and their corresponding entity type tags, where the vector representation of
the k-th entity type tag is given by tagk (which is initialised as a random vector as there is no
14
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pretraining step), our BiLSTM ranker operates as follows.
 !
h k;1 =
     !
LSTM1(tagk;
 !
h k 1;1;       !LSTM1 ) ; (3.11)  
h k;1 =
      
LSTM1(tagk;
  
h k 1;1;        LSTM1 ) ; (3.12)
hk;1 = [
 !
h k;1;
  
h k;1] ; (3.13)
yk = Sigmoid(hk;1) ; (3.14)
where yk is the inclusion probability for the k-th entity.
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Oﬄine Experiments
This section describes our oﬄine experiments for evaluating our sequence tagging and entity type
ranking methods.
4.1 Data
For our evaluation, we selected fashion and travel domains based on our observation that the
traditional truncation approach is often highly inadequate for the product descriptors from these
domains. For each of these two domains, we constructed a data set containing 1,200 original Korean
product descriptions. For each product, an annotator manually constructed a shortened version of
the product description; this is our gold data for the entity type classification task (Section 4.3).
Furthermore, each product descriptor was manually tagged with entity types, in order to provide
the gold data for our sequence tagging subtask (Section 4.2). We devised diﬀerent entity types for
each domain as shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, based on the viewpoint that some entity types (within
the context of other entity types) should be kept in the shortened description while others should
not be.
Each of the above two data sets were split into training and test data by a 9:1 ratio; hence each
of our test data contains 120 products. Moreover, in addition to these labelled data, we utilised a
total of 98,852 and 80,066 unlabelled descriptors for fashion and travel domains, respectively, to
pre-train LM and word embeddings (See Section 3.2).
4.2 Evaluation of TagLM-based Sequence Tagging
In this section, we evaluate our sequence tagging component. Recall that the input to sequence
tagging is a textual product description, and that the output is a sequence of entity types tagged to
the input words. For comparison, we also evaluate a standard LSTM-CRF model (Chapter 2) as a
baseline.
We evaluate the task by examining whether a correct entity type is assigned to each input word.
To be more specific, for each description, we compute the accuracy, defined as the proportion of
input words tagged with the correct entity (as defined by the manually prepared gold data). We then
compute the mean accuracy over the test data (120 product descriptions).
4.2 Evaluation of TagLM-based Sequence Tagging
Table 4.1: Entity types used for the fashion domain.
Entity type Description
BRAND Brand name of clothe, for example: VANS, GUCCI and etc.
USER Target user type, for example: unisex, male, female and etc.
STYLE Clothe style, for example: sporty, lite, slim and etc
CAT Clothe category, for example: coat, jeans and etc
Material Clothe materials, for example: mink, fur and etc
Color Clothe color
O Other
Table 4.2: Entity types used for the travel domain.
Entity type Description
AREA (Fist level of location) Continent, Sea, etc.
NT (Second level of location) Nation
CITY (Third level of location) City, Province, States, Island
AOI
Area Of Interest. Popular place such as museum, restaurant, mountain,
building, park, etc.
ACC Accommodation. Hotel, resort, etc.
SCH Schedule of travel
COND Condition. For example, No shopping, No option, Special promotion, Discount
TYPE
Type of travel package. For example, Honeymoon, Free travel, Family travel
and Cruise tour
EVENT Certain event included, such as hot spring, massage, ski, golf, seeing sunrise
TR Transportation, such as airplane, train, bus, etc
O Other
Table 4.3 shows the results of our sequence tagging experiments. It can be observed that while
the gain over the LSTM-CRF baseline is not quite statistically significant at  = 0:05 for the fashion
domain, the gain is substantial and statistically highly significant for the travel domain. To be
more specific, whereas LSTM-CRF performs poorly for travel, TagLM performs almost equally
eﬀectively for both domains. By manually checking our sequence tagging results, we observed
that travel domain entity types tend to correspond to complex phrases rather than single words: for
example, “3 days/4 days” could be tagged as SCH (Schedule of travel), and “eastern Europe” could
be tagged as AREA by TagLM. It is possible that this caused problems for LSTM-CRF, as it relies
17
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Table 4.3: Sequence tagging evaluation results (sample size: 120).
Model Mean accurracy Paired t-test p-value
Fashion LSTM-CRF 0:831
TagLM 0:866 0.073
Travel LSTM-CRF 0:511
TagLM 0:814 3.49e-25
on the surface words rather than entity types.
4.3 Evaluation of BiLSTM-based Entity Ranking
In this section, we evaluate the entity ranking subtask. Recall that the input to entity ranking is a
sequence of entities, and the output is a ranking of entities sorted by the inclusion probability for
the final shortened description. Since the cap on the output length is given as a constraint (set to 15
characters in the present experiment), we can use the ranking to include as many entities as possible
until the cap is reached. Hence, the evaluation should be done at the binary classification level, i.e.,
whether an entity is preserved in the shortened text or not.
Since the gold data for the above binary classification task has been manually prepared for each
product in the form of manually shortened texts, we can compute the recall and precision of entities
for each product, as well as the F1 measure. Finally, the evaluation measures can be averaged over
the test data.
In addition to our BiLSTM ranker, we also evaluated two baselines: LambdaMART [6] and
Random Forest[7]. Unlike our BiLSTM ranker, these require manually extracted features. We
therefore used the following features with the two baselines:
• Entity type (represented as an integer; let us denote it by T) of the entity to be ranked;
• Position of the entity in the entity sequence;
• Proportion of the number ofwords in the entity to the total number ofwords in the descripiton;
• Proportion of the number of characters in the entity to the total number of characters in the
description;
• Proportion of the number of entities tagged with T in the entity sequence.
All features are normalised so that their ranges are [0; 1].
Table 4.4 compares our BiLSTM entity ranker with the two baselines in terms of mean recall,
precision and F1; Table 4.5 shows the significance test results based on Tukey HSD tests [15]. Given
the significance level of  = 0:05, the results can be summarised as follows.
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Table 4.4: Entity type ranking evaluation results (sample size: 120).
Model Mean F1 Mean Recall Mean Precision
LambdaMART 0:845 0:842 0:860
Fashion RandomForest 0:856 0:851 0:873
BiLSTM Ranker 0:889 0:880 0:911
LambdaMART 0:640 0:695 0:613
Travel RandomForest 0:763 0:735 0:821
BiLSTM Ranker 0:807 0:806 0:835
Table 4.5: Tukey HSD test results for Mean F1 scores.
system 1 system 2 mean diﬀ (1   2) lower upper p value
BiLSTM Ranker LambdaMART 0.044 0.007 0.082 0.016
Fashion RandomForest LambdaMART 0.011  0.026 0.049 0.762
RandomForest BiLSTM Ranker  0.032  0.070 0.005 0.099
BiLSTM Ranker LambdaMART 0.170 0.104 0.237 0.000
Travel RandomForest LambdaMART 0.124 0.057 0.190 0.001
RandomForest BiLSTM Ranker  0.046  0.113 0.020 0.232
• In both domains, our BiLSTM ranker statistically significantly outperforms LambdaMART;
• In the travel domain, RandomForest statistically significantly outperforms LambdaMART.
In short, our BiLSTM ranker performs best despite the fact that it does not require manual selection
of features as the two baselines do.
A manual inspection of the low-F1 cases with our method suggests that some of our shortened
descriptors are arguably as good as the gold data; although we manually constructed one gold
text per product, this is a highly subjective process, and there in fact could be multiple possible
shortened descriptors that may be acceptable to the human eye, just as there can be multiple gold
summaries of the same original document in textual summarisation. However, as our objective is
to increase the CTR and not to explore which shortened descriptors “look acceptable,” the present
oﬄine experiment probably suﬃces when viewed as a preliminary checking step before the online
A/B testing (Chapter 5).
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4.4 Case studies
Figure 4.1 provides a few examples from both successful and unsuccessful cases in our exper-
iments. Case (a) is successful: our method manages to remove adjectives like “premium” and
“light-weight” while retaining the product type “supply bags.” Note that “supply bags” would have
been lost by the traditional truncation method. In contrast, Case (b) is not successful as the product
type “pullover” is actually lost. Similarly, Case (c) successfully removes abstract phrases such as
“love of family” from the travel ad description, whereas in Case (d), the crucial information “4/6
countries” is lost and hence specificity is hurt. Clearly, there is a lot of room for improvement.
(a) [빈폴키즈(ONLINE)] 블랙프리미엄모던경량보조가방
[Beanpole Kids (ONLINE)] Black Premium Modern Light-weight Supply Bags 
→빈폴키즈블랙모던경량보조가방
Beanpole Kids Black Modern Supply Bags
(b) [빈폴골프] [NDL 라인] 여성블루저지풀오버
[Beanpole Golf] [NDL Line] Woman Blue Jersey Pullover 
→빈폴골프여성블루
Beanpole Golf Woman Blue 
(c) [가족愛발견] 하노이/하롱베이/옌뜨고품격가족여행
[Discovering Love of Family] Hanoi/Ha Long Bay/Yen Tu High-quality Family Tour
→하노이/하롱베이/옌뜨가족여행
Hanoi/Ha Long Bay/Yen Tu Family Tour
(d) [긴일정스테디셀러] 서유럽 4/6개국완전일주
[Long term Steady Seller] Trip Around Western Europe 4/6 Countries
→긴일정서유럽
Long term Western Europe
Fig. 4.1: Successful (blue) and unsuccessful (red) cases from the fashion ((a)(b)) and travel ((c)(d))
domains: the original texts are in Korean, so English translations are also provided here.
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Chapter 5
Online A/B Testing
Having verified that our sequence tagging and entitiy classification methods achieve reasonable
performances, we verified whether our approach improves the CTR over the traditional truncation
approach in a real online advertising environment by means of A/B testing. First, we sampled
original Korean product descriptions that are more than 25 characters in length, and we set our
output length cap to 20 characters. After filtering out some noisy output (such as extremely short
output and output with repetitive words) using simple heuristics, we obtained 2,072 pairs of original
and shortened descriptors. The average lengths were 31.01 and 15.97 characters, respectively.
According to our observation over three days (April 26-28, 2019), our CTR improved by 34.1%
compared to the truncation approach in the desktop PC environment. Although this experiment is
preliminary, the result suggests that our work will have a practical and commercial impact.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed a pipeline model for summarising a short textual product description for inclusion
in an online advertisement banner. Our objective is to improve the users’ click through rate
(CTR) when compared to the traditional fixed-length truncation approach, given very little training
data. In our oﬄine experiments with Korean data from travel and fashion domains, our TagLM
sequence tagger outperformed anLSTM-CRFbaseline, and our BiLSTMentity ranker outperformed
LambdaMART and RandomForest baselines. More importantly, in our online A/B testing where
the proposed method was compared to the simple truncation approach, the CTR improved by 34.1%
in the desktop PC environment.
Our future work includes extending our work to the mobile online advertising environment, where
the banners on the smartphone screens are small and therefore it is more challenging to improve the
CTR. Moreover, we would like to apply our approaches to domains other than travel and fashion.
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